NOTICE BOARD

On a date yet to be set, but certainly at our Museum, the Society will be holding, in lieu of its December meeting, a Christmas Party for members and friends. More information will be supplied as time goes on.

BALTIC COMMUNITIES EXHIBITION

We have received notice from Amanda Field that a Baltic States and European Community Exhibition is likely to be held at Wollongong City Gallery at a date to be advised. Anyone interested in obtaining further details can contact Amanda Field during business hours on 297566.

A LETTER TO THE EDITOR

21 Lindsay Street, Unanderra. 2526

Hon Secretary
Illawarra Historical Society,
Dear Ms Condell,

Please find enclosed my fees for this year. If the Bulletin continues to be written in the present vein I feel it may well be my last.

I find Dr Davis's attitude to be extremely arrogant and one eyed in his opinions - "I'm Right" with a capital 'R.'

His comments on Rachel Henning I find particularly offensive - "but I feel I can't not take up the opportunity to work on the second of the greatest wingeing poms ever to set pen to paper in the Illawarra." Rachel was unhappy on her first visit to Australia but on her second stay she made a fine pioneer.

Perhaps if Dr Davis were to analyse his writings in the Bulletin he may discover how much whinging comes through.

In this world of Political Correctness" why is it not racial and discriminating to call an English person a "pom" when it is racist to call an aboriginal an "abo, darkie, coon", Italians and Arabs "wogs" and Asians "slanty-eyes or chinks" etc etc.

You may be wondering if I'm English - I am fourth generation Australian of English and Irish stock.

Yours faithfully,

Joan Beswick